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Hitoribocchi no marumaru seikatsu meaning

Photo source: IMDb *This review uses full Japanese name writing for Hitoribocchi's characters, i.e. the first last name is followed by the name, since the pun of the show only makes sense with this format. The actor names also follow the format for consistency. Hitoribocchi no Marumaru Seikatsu is a
comedy about a high school student who is socially anxious. The protagonist is also named Hitori Bocchi, but she is not a typical title character. Like all the characters in the show, and the manga it is based on, her name acts as a pun. Her last name sounds like the word hitori (⼤⼤), which means a
person or alone. When you factor in the character's pre-edity and lack of social skills, it becomes both fun and sad to hear Bocchi be so addressed. Meanwhile, her full name sounds like hitoribocchi (ひと⼦ぼっち), more humorous, or worse. According to Weblio, the word means loneliness or solitariness.



For context, the setting has Bocchi trying to be friends with everyone in her class to avoid being un friends in real life by her only friend, Yawara Kai. So yes, the show makes fun of the fact that an almost friendless and socially anxious middle-schooler has a name that pokes fun at her not-so-funny status.
All this suggests the possibility of a hard-to-see experience, but Hitoribocchi is really a pleasant show. Bocchi's use of anxiety as a source of humor works because of the show's gentle approach and kind treatment of her. Her behavior and sometimes absurdity are funny, like when she sends text
messages to remind her new friends of her existence, but the show does not lower Bocchi or give her a bad ending. She was also able to gradually improve her social skills throughout the show, often with the support of her new friends. The only problem is that even with the tone of the show, Kai's plan left
a slightly bitter taste as it seemed very poorly thought out despite good intentions. At least it works well and creates some emotional moments between Bocchi and Kai. Photo source: IMDb Bocchi's new group of friends is a lovely group of people. There are three of them: Sunao Nako, Honshou Aru, and
Sotoka Rakita, who are puns for the honest child (素直な⼦), which has a hidden nature (本性あ⼤), and Nako was the first person Bocchi made friends with, and my original favorite. She looks like an offender (despite being a cute and un smart person), but while her initial encounter with Bocchi is a bit
frosty, she is finally kind and supportive of her. She is the straight man of the group, and also the slight frenemies with Aru. Bocchi begs Aru after Nako. She is the vice president of the blue eye class literally, and is constantly striving to become trusted sample students and classmates. Aru is a good good
but her efforts are also an attempt to overcome her bad luck which often makes her seem like a goof (hereby puns the hidden nature, although the literally of honshou is of true nature). While most classes are unaware of Aru's unhappiness, it is often pointed out by Nako, who finds her situation very
interesting. Aru turns annoyed by Nako's reaction as well as the tendency to call her omae (rudely to say you) and not by her name. Her typical reaction is to literally headbutt Nako. Both the headbutting punchline and the whole unfortunate aspect felt like shticks were not cooked to me at first. However,
Hitoribocchi quickly changed my perspective with an episode focusing on Aru about a wardrobe accident involving elementary school uniforms and a silly tennis match. It's hard not to find the endearing girl when she has a self-inspiring character song where she sings lyrics like don't lose Aru and Perfect
Aru. Photo source: IMDb Rakita, a foreign student, started out as the group's most one-dimensional member. At first, she was largely defined by her desire to become a ninja, which somehow led to her becoming Bocchi's anestheth. That, combined with the lack of synthetic power with Nako and Aru,
made it difficult for me to like her character. Thankfully, Hitoribocchi overcomes this problem by developing her character and relationship with others, especially Bocchi. It happened a little late, but I'm still excited to see her fleshed out and maybe more suited to the dynamic of the group. Friendship
between these girls is at the heart of the show as Bocchi attempts to make friends and overcome her social anxiety. Although the summary focuses on Bocchi, this is ultimately one of the high school comedies where it's about the lives of actors as a whole. It's really nice to see Nako, Aru, and Rakita
encourage and support Bocchi, as well as the patience of the two formers towards her eccentricity (Rakita doesn't really notice since she's a bit of an airhead). Their slice-of-life experiences are also entertaining, and I find myself chuckling more and more as the show progresses. Some of the funniest
moments are played by supporting character Oshie Teruyo, the home teacher, who has an intense fear of Nako's illegal appearance. The voice actors do a pretty solid job. This is the first time That Chisaki Morishita has been named in a named role, and she has successfully shown both the vulnerable
and enthusiastic parts of Bocchi without over-making up either. Tanaka Minami mixes cute and scuffle like Nako, while Kitou Akari does Aru justice as the world's most classy vice president. Yuuko Kurose gives Sotoka an alien anime inflection, which I'm not crazy about, but it becomes endearing when
human from an antho person to a genuine friend. Another highlight is that Kana who lends her her soft voice and special breath to her minor character Kako Kurai. The members of the public ethics committee are strict but have a soft side, which sometimes reminds me of Darling in FranXX's Ichigo, whom
Kana also voices. Photo source: IMDb Hitoribocchi has a cute character design and a mostly bright color palette. There are a little too many blue clothes among the characters, but Nako's brown sweater luckily injects some kind and warm feeling that suits the character. The animations and presentations
are solid both in showing and opening fun and ending songs. Hitoribocchi also brings things alive through the use of small pop-up panels, sometimes like talking or thinking bubbles, in photographs. I can't recall any example of this in other shows, but it doesn't feel like a new technique because the use of
stylized expressions for humorous purposes in anime certainly isn't. However, both felt quite popular, mostly in the second half. As a result, this direction makes the show a little more special and interesting to watch. I had pretty low expectations of Hitoribocchi from the start, but Bocchi, Nako, Aru and
Rakita turned out to be a pleasant crowd. It's not a standout watch, but it's a really nice and positive show, and that's good enough for me. Hitoribocchi no Marumaruseikatsu is available on Crunchyroll. Japanese manga series Hitori Bocchi no Marumaru SeikatsuCover of the first manga episode ひと⼦
ぼっちの○○⽣活GenreComedy,[1] slice of life[2] MangaWritten byKatsuwoPublished byASCII Media WorksMagazineCom 2013 – presentVolumes6 (Episode List) Anime TV seriesDirected byTakebumi AnzaiWritten byJukki HanadaMusic byRyuichi Takada (Monaca)Hidekazu Tanaka
(Monaca)StudioC2CLicensed byNA CrunchyrollOriginal networkMBS, TBS, BS-TBS, AT-XKage from April 6, 2019 to June 22, 2019Episodes12 (Episode List) Anime and Hitori manga portal Bocchi no Marumaru Seikatsu (Japanese) : ひと⼦ぼっちの○○⽣活, Bocchi Hitori's ____ Life or The ____ Life of
Being Alone) is a Japanese four-board manga series written and illustrated by Katsuwo. Six tankōbon episodes have been released and compiled so far. An anime television series adaptation by C2C aired in Japan from April to June 2019. The story of Bocchi Hitori is a girl with social anxiety, making it
difficult for her to talk to others. Upon entering high school, her only friend, Kai Yawara, who is attending another school, tells Bocchi that she is breaking their friendship until she can make friends with her entire class. So Bocchi is tasked with be friends with everyone class before graduation. karma.
Bocchi Hitori (⼤⾥ ぼっち, Hitori Bocchi) Voiced by Chisaki Morishita[1] A girl with social anxiety makes it difficult for people to talk. When her only friend Kai broke up with her, she was tasked with trying to be friends with everyone in the class, often fainting whenever she did. Her name is derived from
hitoribocchi (ひと⼦ぼっち, alone). Nako Sunao (砂尾なこ, Sunao Nako?) Voiced by: Minami Tanaka[3] The first friend Bocchi made while in high school. She has a tough appearance, but is really kind and supportive of Bocchi. Her name is derived from sunao na ko (素直な⼦, honest child). Honshō Aru
(本庄アル, Honshō Aru?) Voiced by: Kitō Akari[4] Deputy Representative in Bocchi's class. She often appears to hide the fact that she is actually a loser. Her name is derived from honshō aru (本性あ⼤, of a true nature). Sotoka Rakita (ソトカ‧ラキター, Sotoka Rakitā?) Voiced by Yūko Kurose[4]
Bocchi's classmates come from another country and consider himself a ninja. Her name is derived from soto kara kita (外から来た, from the outside). Kako Kurai (倉井佳⼦, Kurai Kako?) Voiced by Kana Ichinose[5] Public ethics officer in Bocchi's school. She has a policy against making friends because
she wants to be strong enough to live alone. Her name is derived from kurai kako (暗い過去, dark past). Kai Yawara (⼋原かい, Yawara Kai?) Voiced by Konomi Kohara[5] Bocchi's friend from elementary school. Worried about Bocchi's social anxiety after finishing another high school, she broke up a
friendship with Bocchi to encourage her to make new friends. Her name is derived from yawarakai (やわらかい, soft). Ito Kurie (栗枝⾐抄, Kurie Ito?) Voiced by: Kuroki Bocchi Honoka's classmate, a student mailer. She's as shy as Bocchi. Her name is derived from kurieito (クリシイト, created). Peko
Onaka (尾中 ペシ, Onaka Peko?) Voiced by: Classmate of Nana Harumura Bocchi, sweet lover. Her name is derived from pekopeko onaka (お腹ペシペシ, very hungry). Hanako Yamada (⼤⽥花⼦, Yamada Hanako?) Voiced by: Classmate of Rika Nagae Bocchi, a member of the school's tennis club. Ino
Kawai (河合依乃, Kawai Ino?) Bocchi class president. Her name is derived from kawaii no (かわいいの, cute person). Mayo Ojōsa (⼩篠咲真世, Ojōsa Mayo) Voiced by: Saki's classmate Miyashita Bocchi comes from a wealthy family. Her name is derived from ojō-sama yo (お嬢さまよ, I am a rich girl).
Futago Nosaki (北⼦ 乃咲, Futago Nosaki?) Voiced by Tanaka's classmate Takako Bocchi, is the older twin. Notsugi calls her Saki. Her name is derived from futago no saki (双⼦の先, twin edi). Notsugi Futago (北⼦乃継, Futago Notsugi?) Voiced by: Hiyori Kono classmates are twins. Nosaki says her
voice is too loud. Nosaki calls her Tsugu (not Tsugi). Her name is derived from futago no tsugi (双⼦の次, younger twins). Minagawa Vegetables (美奈川らう, Minagawa Vegetables)) Voiced by: Ribu Mukai Bocchi's classmate, the most famous person in the class. Her classmates called her Mīna. She
sings bad songs in a loud voice. She attended the same elementary school as Futō Kō and Kō was her only friend at the time. Since Kō refused to go to school, she has behaved to make her classes fun so that Kō does not feel anxious. Her name is derived from mina ga warau (皆が笑う, people laugh).
Kō Futō (布藤⾹) Bocchi's classmate, who refused to go to school. Her name is derived from futōkō (不登校, truancy). Teruyo Oshie (押江照代, Oshie Teruyo?) Is voiced by Minami Takahashi[6] Bocchi class home teacher who is called Teru-chan by students. She has a ridiculous fear of Nako. Her name
is derived from oshieteru yo (教えて⼤よ, I will teach you). Kakeru Omoi (恩井翔琉, Omoi Kakeru) Her name is derived from Omoi Kakeru (おもいかけ⼤, Transmit Feelings). Mari Inakana (稲⾦真理, Inakana Mari?) Her name is derived from namari inaka (⽥舎訛⼦, Rural Accent). Media Manga The
manga was written and illustrated by Katsuwo. It began being published in AsCII Media Works' Comic Dengeki Daioh g magazine on September 27, 2013. [7] As of February 25, 2020, the series has been compiled into six tankōbon episodes. [8] No. Isbn Release Date 1 November 27, 2014[9]9]978-4-04-
866984-9 January 27, 2016[10]978-4-04-865646-7 3 January 27, 2017[11]978-4-04-892567-9 4 February 26, 2018[12]978-4-04-893641-5 5 March 27, 2019[13]978-4-04-912430-9 February 6, 2020 [8]978-4-04-913033-1 Anime An anime television adaptation was announced after the final episode of
Mitsuboshi Colors , an anime adaptation of another manga series by the same author, on March 25, 2018. [1] The film was directed by Anzai Takebumi and written by Jukki Hanada, with animation by the C2C studio. Kii Tanaka is the character designer and chief animation director. Ryuichi Takada and
Hidekazu Tanaka composed the film's music. [14] The series aired from April 6 to June 22, 2019 on animeism programming on MBS, TBS, BS-TBS, as well as AT-X. [3] The opening theme song is Hitori Bocchi no Monologue (ひと⼦ぼっちのモノシーグ, Lonely Monologue) by Chisaki Morishita, Minami
Tanaka, Akari Kitō, and Yūko Kurose. , Go home, son. [6] The ending song for episode 6 was Bakushō Bocchi Juku Kōka (爆笑ぼっち校塾歌, Bocchi School of Laughs Anthem) by Morishita, Tanaka, Kitō, and Kurose. Not. Title[15][b] Original broadcast date[a] 1My ConfessionTranscription: Hajimete no
Kokuhaku (Japanese: はじめての告⽩)April 6, 2019 (2019-04-06) Shy girl Bocchi Hitori started her new high school alone after her only friend, Kai Yawara, vowed to break up with their friends until Bocchi be friends with After a failed attempt to abolish the class and introduce herself ended in disaster ,
Bocchi talks to her neighboring classmate, Nako Sunao, who likes her despite some initial misunderstandings. As the two chatted and exchanged messages with each other, Nako officially became Bocchi's first new friend. 2In fact, Thank YouTranscription: Hontō wa Arigatō (Japanese: 本当はあ⼦がと
う)April 13, 2019 (2019-04-13) When Nako suddenly annoys with Bocchi, vice president Upon learn that Nako becomes uncomfortable after Bocchi tells her why she wants to be friends with her, Aru encourages Bocchi to say her true feelings for Nako and make up for it with her. The next day, when
Bocchi and Nako discover Aru is quite unhappy despite her cheerful appearance, Bocchi becomes friends with her. 3Pare it over by spinning your wheelsThe audio: Tsutawaru Karamawari (Japanese: つたわ⼤空回⼦)April 20, 2019 (2019-04-20) With the help of Nako, Bocchi Afterwards, Nako went to
Bocchi's house, where Bocchi was determined to become a good host, causing her to have a fever. After discovering that teacher Teruyo Oshie finds her scary, Nako receives some advice from Aru on how to be more friendly when they visit Bocchi. 4I'll be Your ApprenticeTranscription: Deshi ni
Narimasu (Japanese: 弟⼦にな⼦ます)April 27, 2019 (April 27, 2019) Bocchi is approached by foreigners Bocchi tries to cheer on Sotoka by making origami shurikens, offer to be friends with her, but this makes Sotoka believe that Bocchi is a ninja master in disguise and asks to become her replacement.
Despite this hurdle, Bocchi began training Sotoka, asking to be friends with her once they had finished. 5Happens All the TimeTranscription: Aruaru Aruaru (Japanese: アルアルあ⼤⼤⼤)May 4, 2019 (2019-05-04) Aru tries to save her face in front of her friend Hanako Yamada after she accidentally
brought her elementary school backpack to school. Things became more difficult for her the next day when she wore a full elementary school uniform. Afterwards, Aru was challenged by Nako to a tennis match, feeling difficult due to all the times she skipped the tennis club. 6Summer Comes in 5-7-
5Transcription: Go-Shichi-Go de Natsu ga Kuru (Japanese: Bocchi becomes worried about presenting a haiku in front of his class while Nako eventually has to learn more after failing his math test. Meanwhile, Teruyo, trying to overcome her fears of Nako, hypotheses that Bocchi is a secret gang leader. 7
Gentle eyes: Yawarakai Namida (Japanese: やわらかい涙)May 18, 2019 (2019-05-18) Feeling she needs to make friends again before the summer vacation begins, Bocchi tries to make friends with the disciplinary committee member Kako Kurai During the summer holidays, the girls go to the pool, where
Bocchi teaches Nako how to swim. When the girls went to karaoke afterwards, Bocchi met Kai, who was relieved to see bocchi be friends and remember her promise to her. On the way home, Sotoka expressed her desire to be friends with Bocchi with others. 8Welcome Back from
ElsewhereTranscription: Soto kara Okaeri (Japanese: 外からおかえ⼦)May 25, 2019 (2019-05-25) After many barriers, Bocchi has sought to speak with Kako, only to know that she The next day, when Bocchi helps Kako clean up the class, Kako explains that it is her policy to prove herself strong enough
to live alone. Meanwhile, Sotoka worries about asking to become Bocchi's friend while still her ancies. Eventually, she decided to focus on training her ancies to show her appreciation for Bocchi. 9Perfect Curry PancakesTranscription: Zekkō no Karē Pankēki (Japanese: 絶好のカレーパンケーキ)June 1,
2019 (2019-06-01) In the cooking class, Bocchi finally had to work with a group With some help from Aru, Bocchi manages to impress his team by making them some whipped cream for their pancakes. Later, Bocchi courageously introduces her friends to Kako before asking her to join her group to make
curry in an outdoor class. After the curry succeeded, Kako admitted Bocchi's determination to become stronger and declared himself his opponent. 10No One Said That BeforeTranscription: Hajimete Iwareta Koto (Japanese: はじめて⾔われたこと)June 8, 2019 (2019-06-08) During a visit to the New
Year's shrine, Bocchi became friends with girls from her cooking class group, Peko and Ito, with Aru reporting her progress with Kai. When Sotoka is jealous of how close Bocchi has become to his new friends, Aru and Nako encourage Sotoka to eventually become friends with Bocchi. 11From Tap-Tap to
Print-Print: Taputapu kara Puripuri made (Japanese: たぷたぷからシリまま)June 15, 2019 (2019-06-15) Mayo Ojousa gets a job making paper cranes with pretending to make enough money to buy schools. Eventually, Mayo revealed that the school had not changed her class, revealing that she kept
quiet about it because she felt lonely because her parents were always absent. Bocchi and the others decided to take Mayo to a video game district to take pictures of the print club, where Bocchi expressed a desire to be friends with her. 12Maybe I Just MightTranscription: Moshikashitara Kitto
(Japanese: も⼤か⼤たら⼤っと)June 22, 2019 (June 22, 2019- 22) it turned out that she was trying to hide the fact that she had a high fever. On the last day of her first year, Bocchi pins a corsage on a third-year graduate before walking home with all her friends who have done so far. Reception utility
Tsūshin lists a line from the ending theme of the sixth episode in the list from their 2019 anime v buzzwords. [16] See also No matter how I look at it, It's You Guys' Fault I'm Not Popular! Komi Can't Communicate Mitsuboshi Colors Notes ^ a 5 MBS listed the series premiere at 26:25 on April 5, 2019, i.e.
April 6 at 2:25 a.m. ^ All English titles are taken from Crunchyroll. ^ a 5 c d Loo, Egan (March 26, 2018). Mitsuboshi Colors Creator's Hitori Bocchi no Marumaru Seikatsu Comedy Manga Gets TV Anime. Anime News Network. Retrieved March 25, 2018. ^ Hitoribocchi no Marumaruseikatsu - Spring 2019
Anime Preview Guide. Anime News Network. April 5, 2019. Retrieved July 14, 2019. 5 Hodgkins, Crystalyn (26 August 2018). Hitori Bocchi no Marumaru Seikatsu Anime reveals More Cast, Staff, Spring 2019 Debut. Anime News Network. Retrieved August 26, 2018. ^ a 5 Pineda, Rafael Antonio (26
November 2018). Hitori Bocchi no Marumaru Seikatsu Anime Casts Akari Kitō, Yūko Kurose. Anime News Network. Retrieved November 26, 2018. 5 Hodgkins, Crystalyn (27 January 2019). Kana Ichinose, Konomi Kohara Join the cast of Hitori Bocchi no Marumaru Seikatsu Anime. Anime News Network.
Retrieved January 27, 2019. ^ a 5 Pineda, Rafael Antonio (26 February 2019). Hitori Bocchi no Marumaru Seikatsu Anime's Video reveals More Cast, Songs, April 5 Debut. Anime News Network. Retrieved February 26, 2019. ^ 電撃のギャグ誌創刊。 氷川へきる、⼤沖、⾕川ニコら執筆. Natalie (in
Japanese). September 27, 2013. Retrieved October 11, 2020. ^ a 1 ひと⼦ぼっちの○○⽣活 (6) (in Japanese). Kadokawa. Retrieved October 11, 2020. ひと⼦ぼっちの○⽣活 (1) (in Japanese). Kadokawa. Retrieved October 11, 2020. ひと⼦ぼっちの○⽣活 (2) (in Japanese). Kadokawa. Retrieved October
11, 2020. ひと⼦ぼっちの○⽣活 (3) (in Japanese). Kadokawa. Accessed 11 days 10 năm 2020. ^ Living Alone (4) Living Alone (4) Japanese). Kadokawa. Retrieved October 11, 2020. ひと⼦ぼっちの○⽣活 (5) (in Japanese). Kadokawa. Retrieved October 11, 2020. Loo, Egan (December 26, 2018). Hitori
Bocchi no Marumaru Seikatsu School Comedy Anime Posts 1st Promo, More Staff. Anime News Network. Retrieved December 26, 2018. ^ The story. hitoribocchi.jp (in Japanese). Retrieved September 21, 2020. Loveridge, Lynzee; Morrissy, Kim (December 4, 2019). Demon Slayer, Dr. Stone, Zombie
Land Saga Buzzwords Make Gadget Tsūshin 2019 List. Anime News Network. Retrieved December 14, 2019. External links Official manga website (Japanese) Official anime website (Japanese) Hitori Bocchi no Marumaru Seikatsu (manga) at Anime News Network's encyclopedia Retrieved from
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